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Cheerleader Election 
Elections of the 1966-67 Varsity Cheerlead- 
ing Squad will be held Monday, Mar. 21. 
There will be practice sessions at Tillman 
Hall beginning at 4:00 p.m. Monday, Mar. 14. 
Requirements for election are a graduating 
G. P. R. and attendance at practices if pos- 
sible. 
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The hit making group, the Four Tops, will be the main attraction at the Saturday 
night dance of Spring Hop weekend. 
Four Tops Scheduled 
For Saturday's Dance 
Billy Butferfield's Orchestra Trustees Name Edgar A. Brown 
New Board President Wednesday 
Outstanding Executives 
Named To Alumni Panel 
Three outstanding business 
executive, an engineer who 
created a modern wonder of the 
world, and one of the greatest 
collegiate athletes of all times 
compose the 1966 panel of 
Clemson University Distin- 
guished Alumni. 
Named to receive Clemson 
Distinguished Alumni awards 
at the annual alumni banquet 
here in June are Charleston 
businessman T. Wilbur Thorn- 
hill ('14); textile executive Wil- 
liam J. Erwin (-21) of Danville, 
va.: banker Henry C. Cole- 
man ('26) of Daytona Beach, 
Fla.; engineer-designer Sher- 
wood E. Liles, Jr. ('27) of Vir- 
ginia Beach, Va.; and J. Banks 
McFadden ('40), Clemson var- 
sity football coach. 
They were selected by the 33- 
member national council of the 
Clemson Alumni Association 
and join a group of 31 alumni 
previously honored with the 
same award. 
The alumni awards program 
was begun in 1960 and annual- 
ly recognizes prominent mem- 
bers of the Clemson family 
whose personal life, profession- 
al achievements, community 
service and loyalty to Clem- 
son exemplify the objectives of 
Clemson University. 
Mr. Thornhill earned degrees 
in electrical and mechanical en- 
gineering. His business career 
spans many years in the 
Charleston area where he is 
president of the Charleston Oil 
Co. and a director of the First 
Federal Savings and Loan 
Association.   He   is   a former 
Concert Series Offers 
Guitarist On Thursday 
On Thursday, Mar. 17, the 
Clemson Concert Series will 
present Carlos Montoya, the 
world renowned flamenco gui- 
tarist. The concert will be held 
in the Field House beginning at 
8:00 p.m. Admittance will be by 
ID cards. Also tickets will be on 
sale for S2.50. 
One of the most widely heard 
performers in any concert 
idiom, Montoya has brought 
flamenco music to virtually ev- 
ery part of the world, enter- 
taining audiences with his mas- 
terful beauty. He is the most 
recorded flamenco artist in his- 
tory, and has become the liv- 
ing symbol of flamenco music 
the world over. 
Montoya, a Gypsy, was born 
in Madrid. By the age of 14, 
he was nationally known for his 
ability on the guitar. His debut 
as a concert artist was preceded 
by years of accompanying such 
distinguished dancers as La 
Argentinia, Vincente Escudero, 
and Artentinita. 
The first flamenco artist ever 
to display his mastery in a solo 
concert, Montoya has been 
hailed by people everywhere as 
one of the truly great masters of 
our time. His advanced tech- 
nique, his flair for creative in- 
novation and his varied reper- 
toire make him one df the most 
exciting artists in the concert 
world today. 
Montoya's great love for fla- 
menco can best be described in 
his own words, "It's more than 
I can describe. It is my life." 
Flamenco is Montoya's life— 
his ruling passion. "All I need," 
he says, "is to get back to Spain 
once a year, so I can get the 
sound of flamenco in the air 
around me. It's a perfect re- 
juvenation." 
1966 Miss Cheerleader USA 
Title Sought By Susan Moore 
president of the Chamber of 
Commerce and the Clemson 
Alumni Association and was a 
member of the Clemson Uni- 
versity Board of Trustees from 
1947-60. 
Mr. Ervin majored in textile 
engineering and received an 
honorary doctorate of textile 
industries from Clemson in rec- 
ognition of his achievements in 
industry. He is chairman of the 
board and chief executive of- 
ficer of Dan River Mills after 
having served as president and 
a director. Previously he was 
vice president of Riegel Tex- 
tile Corp., J. P. Stevens & Co. 
and Republic Cotton Mills. 
Mr. Coleman did graduate 
study at Clemson and Cornell 
University. He is chairman of 
the Commercial Bank of Day- 
tona Beach and an authority on 
retail banking as it relates to 
the American economy. He is 
vice president and a director of 
the U. S. Chamber of Com- 
merce and heads several civic 
organizations. He is president 
of the Clemson Alumni Asso- 
ciation and a trustee of the 
Clemson University Founda- 
tion. 
Mr. Liles graduated in civil 
engineering and rose to become 
the leading figure in the con- 
struction of one of the five mod- 
ern wonders of the world, the 
S140 million Chesapeake Bay 
Bridge-Tunnel complex. He is 
president of the Tidewater Con- 
(Continued on page 6) 
By CHUCK WHITNEY 
TIGER News Editor 
The necessity of preparing 
for an anticipated doubling of 
the Clemson University student 
body by 1975 by the addition 
of an estimated $50 million 
dollars in new building con- 
struction was approved in prin- 
ciple by the Clemson Board of 
Trustees in a meeting held 
Wednesday in Columbia. 
Other action taken included 
the election of Edgar A. Brown 
as board president. He replaces 
the late Robert M. Cooper. 
Brown, a longtime member 
of the state senate, has served 
on the Clemson board since 
his appointment by the state 
legislature in 1934. In 1948 he 
became a life trustee of the 
school's governing body. He 
was serving as chairman of the 
board's Executive Committee 
at the time of his election Wed- 
nesday. 
Born in 1888, Brown spent 
his early years on a farm. He 
attended school in Graniteville, 
and went to a business school 
in Augusta, Ga. In 1908 he be- 
came a court stenographer and 
moved to Barnwell, his pres- 
ent residence. 
In 1910, after two years of 
work in a law office, he took 
the state bar examination and 
became an attorney. 
He first became seriously in- 
volved in politics in 1914 when 
he was elected to the Barnwell 
County Democratic Executive 
Committee. Later that year, he 
became a member of the state 
Democratic Executive Com- 
mittee also. Several years later 
he became chairman of that 
board. 
In 1920 he was first elected 
to the state House of Repre- 
sentatives, and became its 
speaker in 1925. In 1928 he 
was elected to the state Senate, 
and has been a Senator from 
Barnwell ever since. 
His main interests in the state 
legislature have been highways 
and education. He has headed 
the powerful Senate Finance 
Committee since 1942. 
Also at Wednesday's board 
meeting, plans for the develop- 
ment of the university were out- 
Fred Riewe, James Bolen 
Win National fellowships 
Clemson University seniors 
Frederick E. Riewe of Vineyard 
Road, Clemson, and James L. 
Bolen, Jr., of 14 Leona Street, 
Williston, have been named re- 
cipients of Woodrow Wilson 
National Fellowships in na- 
tionwide competition to dis- 
cover the 1,408 best potential 
teachers for the nation's col- 
leges and universities. 
The fellowship foundation 
screened thousands of candi- 
dates from 380 U. S. and Ca- 
nadian colleges  and universi- 
Seeking to win the 1966 Miss 
Cheerleader USA contest spon- 
sored by Florida Cypress Gar- 
dens is 20-year-old Susan 
Moore, junior co-ed at Clem- 
son. 
The green-eyed cheerleader 
who was runner-up in this 
year's Miss Clemson competi- 
tion, and who hails from 4800 
Briarfield Road in Columbia, 
is one of more than 800 college 
and university cheerleaders 
entered in the fourth annual 
nationwide event that has 
drawn such interesting con- 
testants as two sets of tw-ins, 
and a girl competing as rep- 
resentative of an all-male uni- 
versity. 
Five finalists chosen March 
15 from photos and entry in- 
formation will be flown, all ex- 
penses paid, to Cypress Gar- 
dens for final judging Easter 
Sunday. Each will be given a 
complete Jantzen wardrobe and 
silver awards, and the winner 
will also receive a S200 college 
scholarship, a Johnson out- 
board motor and other awards. 
Reigning Miss Cheerleader 
USA is Eastern Kentucky State 
College co-ed Dianne Hendricks 
of Louisville, Kentucky. CHEERLEADER SUSAN MOORE 
ties to determine winners of the 
coveted awards. Each Fellow 
receives one academic year of 
graduate education (tuition 
and fees paid), a living stipend 
of $2,000 and dependency al- 
lowance as required. Graduate 
schools selected by the students 
receive additional foundation 
grants. 
Riewe, a former resident of 
Gainesville, Fla., has compiled 
a grade-point ratio of 3.79 
while working toward a bach- 
elor of science degree in physics. 
He plans to study for the Ph. 
D. degree in physics at the 
University of Florida. 
During four years at Clem- 
son he's been an R. F. Poole 
Alumni Scholarship holder and 
member of the national honor 
fraternities, Phi Kappa Phi and 
Phi Eta Sigma, for students of 
academic excellence. He is also 
a member of The Tiger Band, 
the Concert Band and is a pho- 
tographer on The Tiger student 
newspaper staff. 
Bolen built a grade-point 
ratio of 3.76 during the chem- 
istry major course leading to 
the bachelor of science degree. 
He will work toward the doc- 
torate in chemistry at the Cali- 
fornia Institute of Technology. 
He, too, holds membership in 
Phi Kappa Phi and Phi Eta 
Sigma, as well as in the Amer- 
ican Chemical Society and 
Sigma Tau Epsilon, the fra- 
ternity for outstanding students 
in arts and sciences. 
Utilizing nearly S6 million in 
grants from the Ford Founda- 
tion, the fellowship foundation 
in 1966-67 will encourage and 
support graduate students to 
help meet the nation's estimated 
need for 30,000 new college 
teachers. 
lined. In the next ten years, an 
expenditure of S50 million will 
be required to maintain suit- 
able facilities for the estimated 
10,000 enrollment expected by 
then. 
Funds for the program will 
hopefully be provided for par- 
tially by the federal govern- 
ment, and the board authorized 
the administration to seek as 
much federal aid as possible. 
To help pay for immediate new 
dormitory space, the board ap- 
proved increases in room fees 
ranging from $10 to $24. 
Priority projects to be started 
in the near future include a 
$1.8 million arts and sciences 
classroom structure, an $800,- 
000 health center, a $2 million 
residence hall to house 432 stu- 
dents, a $ 1 million dining hall 
to be located near the present 
women's dormitories, a $200,- 
000 jet propulsion laboratory, 
and $800,000 for new mar- 
ried students' apartments. 
Next in priority is a $2.1 mil- 
ion engineering research facil- 
ity scheduled for completion in 
Jan., 1968. 
Also during 1968 plans call 
for a $3.1 million student 
union, a $2.5 million physical 
training and recreation build- 
ing, and a $1.8 million fine 
arts auditorium and related fa- 
cilities building. 
Also scheduled for 1968 
would be a $750,000 dormi- 
tory for unmarried students. 
Four more high-rise dorms at 
$2 million each will be built 
for another 600 students in the 
following four years. 
From 1969 to 1976, apart- 
ments for 200 more married 
students, to be completed in 
groups of 50, will be construct- 
ed at an estimated total cost of 
$1.6 million. 
Other major projects include: 
A biological sciences structure 
by 1969, additions to the school 
of architecture in 1969 and 
1973, another arts and sciences 
building in 1970, a forestry and 
wood products building in 
1970, and increases in library 
space in 1971 and 1976. 
Also: An electrical engineer- 
ing building in 1971, another 
plant and animal sciences 
building in 1972, and econom- 
ics and industrial management 
facility also in 1972, an earth 
sciences building in 1974, auni- 
versity extension and contin- 
uing education structure in 
1975, and a school of education 
in 1976. 
Planned sources of revenue to 
finance the projects include rev- 
enue bonds and federal grants; 
money will also be sought from 
other sources. 
The  Board of Trustees  ad- 
vised the governor and the Sen- 
ate Committee on Junior Col- 
leges to create a statewide sys- 
tem of community colleges. 
This would be done to decrease 
the enrollment strain on present 
state-supported institutions, in- 
cluding Clemson. 
The board authorized Clem- 
son officials to lend "active sup- 
port and guidance to the estab- 
lishment of two-year, non-col- 
lege credit agricultural technol- 
ogy programs at selected tech- 
nical education centers." 
The board voted to name 
the new library in honor of late 
board president Robert M. 
Cooper,  who died last month. 
Dr. Wright Bryan, Clemson 
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Highlights Military Ball Friday 
Sensational entertainment 
highlights Spring Hop week- 
end both nights in the univer- 
sity dining hall. 
"The Four Tops backed by 
Willie Mitchell," says Bert 
Pearce, CDA Alternus, "is a 
rare combination of really top 
talent. This should definitely be 
a rright' dance." 
Tonight Billy Butterfield, 
along with talented vocalist 
Dottie Smith, entertain from 
9:00 until 1:00 in the university 
dining hall at the annual Mili- 
tary Ball. Butferfield's Or- 
chestra is expected to make the 
traditional dance a tremendous 
success. The Military Ball will 
be formal, and tickets are $2.50 
per couple. 
A performance in the quad- 
Referendum Marked 
By Poor Attendance 
The student referendum for 
amendments to the student 
body constitution last Tuesday 
was marked by poor attend- 
ance and a narrow defeat for 
the   class   offices   amendment. 
Only 334 students, or 7 per- 
cent of the student body partici- 
pated in the voting. 
The 18 judicial amendments 
were approved by a 267 to 67 
margin. The amendments had 
been proposed to streamline 
the operation of the judicial 
branch of student government. 
Of main interest is that the 
High Court will now have nine 
elected members rather than 
eight elected and the Vice-Pres- 
ident of the Senior Class. 
Also, appeals court member- 
ship was changed from an ex- 
officio responsibility of class 
and student body secretaries to 
ex-officio membership of the 
Presidents of the student and 
senate and of the Attorney Gen- 
eral. 
The Central Spirit Commit- 
tee amendment passed by a vote 
of 303 to 31. It will add thefol- 
lowing members to the Central 
Spirit Committee: A representa- 
tive of WSBF; a representative 
of the TIGER; two coeds ap- 
pointed by the President of the 
Student Body; the Head Fresh- 
man cheerleader; and a Chief 
Rat Master, who will be ap- 
pointed by the Student Body 
President. 
The amendment which pro- 
posed to eliminate the office of 
vice-president and combine the 
offices of secretary and treas- 
urer in the freshman and soph- 
omore classes fell ten votes 
short of passage. 
Visit To Cape Kennedy 
Planned By CU'sS.A.M.E. 
The Clemson SAME has an- 
nounced plans for this semester. 
They plan a five day visit to 
Cape Kennedy during Easter 
holidays. They also have tenta- 
tive plans to visit the satellite 
tracking station at Rosman, 
N. C. and Hartwell Dam later 
this semester. Last semester, the 
Clemson SAME visited the Sa- 
vannah District headquarters 
for three days. 
The National Society of 
American Military Engineers 
is an association in which en- 
gineers from all the engineer- 
ing services of the armed forces 
and from all fields of civilian 
engineering practices, join to in- 
crease the engineer potential of 
the U. S. national security. The 
Clemson University chapter is 
one of more than 60 student 
chapters on university and col- 
lege campuses in the U. S. Mem- 
bership is open to all Army and 
Air Force cadets or any student 
in engineering. 
For the first time at Clemson, 
both the Army and Air Force 
have assigned an officer to help 
guide the activities of the club. 
The advisors are Captain 
James H. Weeks from the Army 
and Captain R. M. Carter from 
the Air Force. 
Local activities include meet- 
ings twice monthly with guest 
speakers and engineering films, 
The Clemson post is sponsored 
by the S. A. M. E. chapter at 
Charleston. The U. S. Army 
engineer district at Savannah 
coordinates with the local chap- 
ter to plan trips away from the 
immediate area. The Clemson 
chapter has arranged for a 
number of outstanding military 
speakers for this semester. On 
March 17, Colonel Melvin C. 
Brown, PMS, will be the guest 
speaker. On April 21, Colonel' 
Dewey R. Franklin, PAS, is 
planning to present a program 
on tactical air support in Viet 
Nam. At the meeting on March 
3, Captain Carter talked to the 
club on systems command. He 
answered questions on engi- 
neering in the Air Force after- 
wards. 
Clemson S. A. M. E. travels 
a great deal every year. In the 
past two years the local mem- 
bers have visited Cape Ken- 
nedy, Savannah District head- 
quarters, Huntsville Redstone 
Missile Arsenal (Alabama), 
Hartwell Dam, Fort Jackson, 
Fort Gordon, the Waterways 
Experimental Station at Vicks- 
burg, Mississippi, and the Soil 
Testing Laboratory at Jack- 
son, Mississippi. 
Although the measure had a 
majority of the votes favoring 
the amendment (218-114, with 
2 abstentions) a two-thirds ma- 
jority would have been required 
for the amendment to be ap- 
proved. 
Charles Foster, President of 
the Student Senate, said, "I am 
very disappointed that the stu- 
dent body took so little interest 
in its judicial system, its Cen- 
(Continued on page 6) 
rangle during intermission by 
the PR's, along with the presen- 
tation of the Honorary Cadet 
Colonel, representing senior 
ROTC cadets, the Honorary 
Cadet Major representing jun- 
ior cadets, the Honorary 
Cadet Captain for sophomore 
cadets, and the Honorary 
Cadet Lieutenant for freshmen 
are some of the many highlights 
of the evening. 
Tomorrow night the long 
awaited sounds of the fabulous 
Four Tops, backed by Willie 
Mitchell, will rock the university 
dining hall from 8:00 until mid- 
night. The Saturday night 
dance is informal and tickets 
are $3.50 per couple. 
Captivating crowds through- 
out the nation with such famous 
hits as "I Can't Help Myself", 
"The Same Old Song", "Baby, 
I Need Your Loving", and 
"Something About You," the 
versatile Tops sing Pop, Coun- 
try and Western, Modern Jazz, 
and Rock and Roll. 
The songs "20-75"and"Hold 
It" are a couple of the sensa- 
tional sounds of Willie Mitchell 
and his combo. Known for his 
vibrant originality, Mitchell 
had given a new impact to 
modern American music. 
Tickets for both dances will 
be on sale today by CDA jun- 
ior staffers and may also be 
purchased at the door. 
Stuff A Ford Competition 
The Gilbert Marketing 
Group, which handles the con- 
tract for the Roger Miller Con- 
cert, is offering a prize for the 
college or university that can 
put the most people in a four- 
door Ford automobile. The au- 
tomobile will be on the fraternity 
quadrangle on Wednesday, 
Mar. 16, for those who would 
like to take a try at how many 
can be put in an automobile. 
At 4:30 p.m. the Ford will be 
moved to the upper quadrangle, 
and the try for the most people 
in a Ford automobile will be 
made there. Ten minutes will be 
allowed for the group to get in 
and out of the automobile. 
Any organized group may 
try for this contest. The organi- 
zation which puts the most 
people in a four-door Ford will 
receive one Roger Miller album 
and one album of The Good 
Time Singers. 
If the Clemson group can put 
more people than any of the 
other colleges in a Ford auto- 
mobile, the YMCA will have a 
chance to compete for a $100 
prize for this event. The record 
now is 38 university students 
and one small boy. 
Nominations 
Nominations for Student 
Body Officers and members 
of the High Court, Men's Resi- 
dence Court, and Women's 
Residence Court will be held 
next Monday night at 7:30. 
These nominations will be 
held in Room no. 1 (the big 
auditorium) of the Chemistry 
building. 
All persons who wish to be- 
come candidates for the office 
of Student Body President, 
Vice-President, Secretary, or 
Treasurer or for a seat on the 
High Court, the Men's Resi- 
dence Court, or the Women's 
Residence Court should re- 
member Monday, Mar. 14, as 
the day on which they must be 
in the Chemistry auditorium 
at 7:30 p.m. 
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YIKES! BIKES! FROM THE HILLSIDE 
fie  Warned! 
Winter is passing. Soon the trees will 
bud, the flowers bloom, the birdies 
sing. Spring! And in the spring a 
young man's fancy turns to thoughts 
of — sun-bathing. And all over the 
campus this sun-seeking animal will 
appear, from Tillman Hall to Cherry 
Lane, and in every manner of attire 
from converted dungarees to over- 
stuffed bathing suits.... But be warned, 
worshippers of the sun: notice has been 
given by the Higher-Up s that the Cal- 
houn Mansion property is off-limits 
to all who would practice your in- 
dulgence. Bathe there, if you must, at 
your own risk; but get caught and 
you may promptly find your self dodg- 
ing bullets for Uncle Lyndon. He likes 
ex-college men — especially brown 
ones. 
Missive To Tom 
This letter came in a bit too late to 
go below, but it so beautifully depicts 
the immortal Clemson gentlemen— 
and 'gentle-women'—that we couldn't 
pass it up. 
Dear Tom, 
We would like to express our very 
deep appreciation to the great help we 
received from our fellow students. We 
stood at the Simpsonville exit of 276 
for forty-five minutes and watched no 
less than six cars with Clemson stu- 
dent parking permits on the rear 
bumper go by us without even slow- 
ing down. Tom, we could understand 
it if we hadn't had a Clemson Uni- 
versity bag in front of us. We both 
were dressed nicely and had no lug- 
lage except the bag. We might add 
that none of the cars had more than 
two people in it. Were we to get a ride? 
Why no! If it hadn't been for a Pres- 
byterian College student, we might 
still be out there. He saw our bag 
and picked us up. 
Tom, it's not only Clemson stu- 
dents, but we actually had a woman 
in a brand new T-Bird with a Clem- 
son sticker on the rear window go by 
us and shoot us a BIRD. What is 
this world coming to when your own 
fellow students won't give you a ride 
and women shoot you birds? 
Respectfully yours, 
J. H. S. & F. M. S. 
CLASS OF '69 
"God Is Dead" Idea Relates To Clemson 
Recently the TIGER has been crit- 
icized for printing erroneous material 
on the editorial page. Larry Joe 
Payne's column of two weeks ago was 
the culprit. It was claimed that his 
research on Food Technology was 
inadequate, leading him to make false 
and misleading statements about job 
availability for food tech majors. This 
may be true, and if anybody was mis- 
led, let us now set the record straight: 
food technicians are in demand (one 
boy received 50 job offers), and the 
major is quite as good a choice as 
ever. 
Editorial  Policy 
But in defense of Larry Joe, let it be 
known that an editorial column is 
not a news column, and while the in- 
formation contained within it ought 
to be based on fact, the column very 
definitely expresses the writer's opin- 
ion. The columnist may therefore slant 
his material one way or the other, 
exaggerating here and understating 
there. Consequently to read a column 
accurately, one must read it in con- 
text—in the same light as the writer 
wrote it. Otherwise one might be mis- 
led. 
By BOB KAULAKIS 
TIGER   Columnist 
Throughout America, col- 
lege students are beginning to 
realize new theories concern- 
ing the Twentieth Century's 
relation to God. Many feel 
that in our super complex so- 
ciety, the God of yesteryear 
is not needed, and hence does 
not exist. These beliefs have 
found their way to an impor- 
tant place in present-day re- 
ligion. 
This evolution of theories 
on God is based on the frame- 
work of modern society. Let's 
face it, it is a society of capi- 
talism, of opportunism, and of 
materialism. These terms used 
to describe today's society 
must not necessarily be asso- 
Columnist Studies Clemson Grading System; 
Finds It Inconsistent, Irrational, And Unjust 
By   BOB  ROLLI 
TIGER   Columnist 
"Grades, idle grades, I know 
not what they mean." 
If the typical Clemson stu- 
dent were to do some pro- 
found thinking about the 
meaning of grades, he would 
perhaps arrive at a conclusion 
similar to the above quasi- 
Tennysonian statement. Cer- 
tainly, all college students 
are grade-conscious, that is, 
conscious of the existence and 
practical importance of 
grades. However, how many 
students are profoundly 
aware of what grades mean? 
Grades are supposed to be 
the measure of academic 
achievement, surely, but they 
are often more or less than 
that, and it is in this com- 
plication that many com- 
plaints about grading systems 
arise. 
Certain mathematics pro- 
fessors do not give partial 
credit for correct methods of 
problem solution which arrive 
at wrong answers. To be sure, 
a desirable end of problem- 
solving is a correct answer, 
but a student who understands 
the theory behind the solution 
of a problem, it seems to me, 
should not receive unmerited 
punishment for a fortuitous 
error in arithmetic. If a col- 
lege student does not under- 
stand theory of arithmetic or 
is consistently careless, he 
may deserve the maximum 
penalty, but professors should 
be able to distinguish between 
accidental errors and essential 
errors (to put it in Aristotel- 
ian terminology) and award 
or detract points accordingly. 
HOCUS-POCUS 
Another source of com- 
plaints from students is the 
objective grading of quizzes 
which are predominantly sub- 
jective in nature. For example, 
one may observe English and 
history quizzes, which com- 
prise essay questions for the 
most part, receiving grades 
like 92, or even 91'2 (>2 point 
off for each misspelling). I 
suppose that it requires a little 
hocus-pocus to effect the trans- 
formation of the somewhat 
cloudy evaluation of essay 
quiz into a clear-cut mathe- 
matical symbol, but much of 
the magic is in the making of 
the quiz; a professor decides 
that one essay question will 
be worth 50 points, another 
will count 30 points, and so 
on, basing his assignment of 
the "weights" of the questions 
on his own evaluation of the 
relative importance of the dis- 
cussion topics. Thus, the orig- 
inal subjectivity of the quiz is 
magically transformed into 
objectivity in the composition 
and correction. 
But, please, let's not stop 
here; the abracadabra con- 
tinues into the computation of 
final grades. The professor 
often tells his students on the 
first day of class that, of their 
final grades in his course, 
the final will count 3/9, the 
three hour quizzes 4/9; 
the term paper, 1/9; and pop 
quizzes, 1/9. Step Four fol- 
lows immediately, as the re- 
sultant numerical average is 
translated into letter which 
represents one of five specific 
numbers, which in turn is mul- 
tiplied by another specific 
number (number of course 
credits) to yield still another 
specific number (number of 
course grade-points). 
CREDIT DISCREPANCY 
Of course, the next-to-the- 
last-mentioned specific num- 
ber (number of credits) is quite 
arbitrarily determined; it has 
to be, or the number cannot 
be integral. In general, each 
credit represents three hours 
of academic work per week. 
Thus, a three-hour lab is 
worth one credit, and a three- 
times-a-week subject (with an 
alleged two hours of outside 
preparation for every hour of 
in-class work) is worth three 
credits. Of course, some three- 
credit courses require at least 
four hours' attention every 
other night (irrespective of the 
professor) from speed-read- 
ing photographic memories, 
and other three-credit courses 
call for four hours of close 
application (irrespective of the 
professor) the night before a 
quiz, but no matter—all three- 
credit courses are "about the 
same." Xow then, the total 
number of grade-points is 
quite readily divided by the 
total number of credits to yield 
the final specific (to two deci- 
mal places) number, the G. 
P. R. The objectification of the 
subject is complete. 
Students have some gripes 
about many of the above 
steps, especially about the 
computation of the final grade 
for the course; they feel that 
the final exam should only 
count 2/9, or that the quiz 
grades etcetera    should    be 
averaged as percentages and 
then transcribed as letters, or 
that they should first be 
transcribed as letters and then 
averaged, or so on, ad in- 
finitum. Quite naturally, stu- 
dents gripe about gradingsys- 
tems which measure unfavor- 
ably their own academic 
achievement, but their pro- 
posals are no more arbitrary 
and irrational than the grad- 
ing-systems of which they 
complain. 
BRAVE  NEW PLANS 
Of course, Clemson students 
have also dreamed of brave 
new grade-point systems to 
combat the injustices of grad- 
ing. Some think that the num- 
ber of different grades should 
be increased, that grading 
should be more specific. For 
instance, one boy proposes 
that grade-points be cut in half 
to record more accurately the 
numerical averages of the stu- 
dents. That is, a 98 average 
would receive four grade- 
points, whereas a 91 average 
would receive 3.5; his point 
is that a student with an aver- 
age as much as seven or eight 
points higher than another 
deserves more credit. Some 
institutions actually have 
these "more accurate" grade- 
point systems. Williams Col- 
lege in Massachusetts is on a 
twelve-point system, in which 
A-plus equals 12 points, A 
equals 11, A-minus equals 10, 
and so on down the line. 
However, the lines have to 
be drawn somewhere, and I 
think that thirteen different 
grades are too many. It seems 
to be that the more possible 
grades, the more possible wor- 
ries for students; they are al- 
ways aware of the fact that 
earning a few extra points on 
a quiz will almost always 
mean a move up to the next 
grade bracket. Noting this 
and the previously-mentioned 
ills of percentage-grading, to 
leave the final grade in per- 
centage form, which some stu- 
dents advocate, would place 
even more undue pressure on 
students in the rat race for 
grades. 
ROLLI'S  SYSTEM 
Personally, I can see award- 
ing the grade of A-plus for 
work that is definitely super- 
superior, but the hinterland 
below that is too vaguely de- 
fined, and precise mapping 
is impossible. My own idea of 
a Utopian grading-system is 
one in which there are three 
possible grades, which repre- 
sent superior, satisfactory, 
and unsatisfactory levels of 
achievement. These levels of 
achievement would not be de- 
termined in exactly the same 
way as mid-semester evalua- 
tions are. For one reason, 
there are many 3.0-students 
who have achieved as much 
or more than present 3.8- 
students, and this system 
would help to compensate for 
that. Somehow, by measure- 
ment of intellectual growth or 
internalization of knowledge 
or something, this system-to- 
be would separate the students 
from the "students." 
The typical, proud, envious, 
competitive, practical, Ameri- 
can college student would find 
all this "pie in the sky" hard 
to swallow, and there will be 
no realization of such a grad- 
ing-system any time soon. In- 
deed, although students do 
not exactly like the rat race for 
grades, most of them do not 
seem to be able to live without 
it—it seems to be a necessary 
evil. One may hear comments 
like the following: 
"What better way can com- 
panies determine whom they 
should hire?" 
"Sure, there's pressure, but 
it's a cold, cruel world any- 
way, so students might as well 
get used to pressure while they 
are in school." 
THE  THREE I'S 
In the welter of conflicting 
opinions, maybe Clemson's 
present grading-system is 
best. But noting its Incon- 
sistencies, Irrationalities, and 
Injustices (and I have only 
mentioned a few), I would sug- 
gest two things: 
1) Professors should be 
aware of the above-mentioned 
Three I's and should not be 
obstinate in their belief in num- 
bers and numerical averages. 
If possible (depending on 
class size), take the whole stu- 
dent into consideration. 
2) Students should be 
aware of the above-mentioned 
Three I's, and they may find 
consolation in a non-grade- 
conscious engagement in their 
studies. If you learn as much 
as you can, you can at least 
be fairly safe in predicting 
your graduation from Clem- 
son University. 
ciated with evil. They are the 
fundamental ideas and prin- 
ciples which made the United 
States what it is today. Prac- 
tically speaking, they are the 
principles upon which our 
economy and government are 
based. It was inevitable that 
our religion must someday 
evolve from the same ideas. 
GOD IS SOCIETY 
The situation can be very 
easily related to our own 
Clemson. What is god here? 
God seems to be fashioned by 
the individual; in short, he is 
anything the individual wants 
him to be. He is a Utopia or 
a part of a Utopia, an end 
that a person desires. As a gen- 
eral rule, he is a perfect society 
where a student may find all he 
desires, all that is lacking in 
present day life. To the fresh- 
men, he might be a car. A car 
seems to be the answer to. a. 
great number of student ills. 
With a car, he may have a 
well-rounded life. He may go 
to greener pastures, pastures 
that lie far away from Clem- 
son, pastures where the good 
times are. With a car, he may 
date an available girl. This 
girl is a definite part of the 
perfect society, which is god. 
This girl is such an impor- 
tant part of an invisioned per- 
fect society at Clemson that 
we must consider her carefully. 
At high school, an attractive 
girl was a facet of life that was 
fairly common. She was in our 
classes; she was a cordial 
friend, not a stranger. She 
could be dated on Saturday 
nights with no strange feel- 
ings or complexes. Now, there 
is a complex existing in many 
male students at Clemson. Let 
us look at the reason why sex 
plays such an important role 
in the god of Clemson. 
GOD IS COED 
The well-groomed coed is 
placed on a pedestal. She is 
looked up to, talked about, 
and secretly or unsecretly ad- 
mired, as others in America 
admire movie stars. She is 
god. This position the coed 
finds herself in when entering 
Clemson comes about through 
no fault of her own. She finds 
herself thrown into the sit- 
uation, but it seems to me, 
does nothing to alleviate it. 
With the ratio as it now stands, 
she has over ten boys to 
choose from. Actually, the bet- 
ter-looking coed has a far 
greater number interested in 
her. Since the ratio is this un- 
even, Clemson troops come 
to her; she has to do nothing 
to encourage their favors. She 
doesn't even have to come 
half-way. The boy who re- 
fuses to accept this position 
at Clemson ends up a part of 
the great majority that stands 
in awe of the coed. The coed 
is an integral part of the Clem- 
son Utopia, hence an integral 
part of present day god. 
This desire for Utopia has 
been realized and taken ad- 
vantage of for years before 
this columnist decided to write 
about it. Madison Avenue 
slants its advertising toward 
it, as does Hollywood its films. 
James Bond is a personifica- 
tion of our "god," as is the 
guy in Brylcream and Ford 
advertisements, with their fine- 
looking women and Galaxie 
convertibles. 
GOD  IS DESIRE 
Other elements of the Clem- 
son Utopia, varying with the 
individual student, may be 
desires for: popularity among 
classmates and friends, the 
ability to be a "hustler" in 
pool or cards, recognition in 
academic pursuits or sports, 
or the combination of all 
these, plus so many more. An 
insight into the "god"oftoday 
can even be found in our 
humor....What's the difference 
between God and Santa 
Claus?....There is a Santa 
Claus. Notice on a men's 
room wall.... 
God is dead 
Neitzsche 
Neitzsche is dead 
God 
In summing up, I believe 
that God is dead for the ma- 
jority of rising young Ameri- 
cans, not only at Emory and 
the rest of the United States, 
but also at Clemson. This 
dead God is the God that we 
learned of in Sunday School, 
at church on Sundays. He is 
the God the Middle Ages know, 
the God that our grandparents 
know, and the God that a few 
still know today. But, God is 
not dead in the sense that 
something has taken His 
place, a new god. He is not 
a Christian God, but a god 
of dollars, a good of material- 
ism,  and a god of America. 
Study Stimulants And Pep Pills: 
Are They A Necessary Evil? 
By CHARLES HILL 
Associate Editor 
In the Feature Section of The TIGER this week, 
you will find two interesting and informative articles 
on the subject of stimulant drugs in general and 
on dexedrine, the apparent local champion, in par- 
ticular. Associate Feature Editor John Lane ex- 
plores the technical aspects of the drug subject, 
and explains how such items as dexedrine can be 
both helpful and harmful (too often the latter). 
Feature Writer Dotty Scarce brings the problem a 
bit closer to home by reporting on the use of such 
stimulant pills at Clemson. 
Thus you may gather that it is "National Dump 
the Dex Habit Week" at Clemson. Such is not the 
case. It is not our specific intent in this issue to 
climb upon our soapboxes and deliver inspiring 
orations damning dex forever and bewailing its 
evil influence. For as yet the problem of the use of 
stimulants is not a major one at Clemson, although 
the use of this type drug is fairly common here. 
Believing the old adage, "An ounce of pre- 
vention...", etcetera, we of The TIGER staff wish to 
present informative literature to the Clemson com- 
munity, so you can decide for yourself to dope or 
not to dope. 
The problem of "pep pills" on college campuses 
is increasing across the nation. Recently several 
students at the University of South Carolina were 
submitted to disciplinary action in connection with 
the use of stimulants. At Temple University in Phil- 
adelphia, Pennsylvania, a Special Committee on 
Drugs and Related Problems, composed of faculty, 
administration, and student members, was formed 
to make recommendations for a "teaching and in- 
formation program to discourage experimentation 
with and/or usage of drugs." A local administra- 
tion official reports that the use of stimulant drugs 
has become an increasingly frequent topic of con- 
versation among national college administrators 
when   they   meet   together   for joint conferences. 
The main problem at Clemson seems to be the 
"It can't happen to me" attitude among the student 
body. Most students are relatively familiar with 
the possible ill effects of pep pill use. They are 
aware that they are "doing something wrong" 
when they take a twelve-hour dexedrine capsule. 
They realize that severe state and federal laws 
deal with illegal possession and delivery of such 
narcotics. They have heard of the dreadful case 
histories of some dexedrine users who incur serious 
side effects,  illness,  blackout,  or even addiction. 
Yet Clemson students are apparently willing to 
accept the use of stimulants as a necessary evil. 
They face the dilemma, for example, of having 
a major quiz the next day, but-lacking sufficient 
preparation to stand the test. They must then 
choose (as many students seem to analyze the 
situation) between giving in to sleep and failing 
the quiz, or resorting to "dex," studying all night 
for the test, and hopefully pulling out a satis- 
factory grade. Of course, for the truly successful 
and properly motivated student, such a problem 
should rarely present itself. Hopefully, the infor- 
mation presented on page three will discourage the 
student from leaning on drugs as a study stimulant. 
Another problem in this complex situation is 
where to "draw the line." For there are other 
stimulants and sleep-preventers available, legally 
and without prescription, that may also be harm- 
ful. Ironically enough, there is an advertisement 
for No-Doz on the same page of the paper this 
week that warns against the use of sleep-prevent- 
ing substances. Coffee is an even more common 
stimulant used to prolong alertness. Should we 
condemn the use of this type stimulant also? It's a 
problem left up to individual discretion. 
Clemson Vice-President for Student Affairs Walter 
Cox stated in a recent interview that he had had 
few serious problems here caused by the use of 
stimulants. "But I want to emphasize to our stu- 
dents that they cannot accept these substances as 
being 'all right' Some very serious consequences 
can be the result." 
Perhaps the presentation of one interesting case- 
in-point would not be too evangelistic. Last se- 
mester a Clemson student, who had previously 
maintained a fine academic record, earned a 0.3 
grade-point ratio. A psychiatrist examined the boy 
and found that a doctor had prescribed dexedrine 
to the student to help him lose weight But the boy 
experienced the all-too-common side effects of the 
(Continued on page 6) 
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UNIQUE EXAM ANSWER 
Ode To A Bestial Piece, 
Magnificent And Splendid 
Have you ever had a final exam question that | 
inspired you to write a poem? 
Dick Kerrigan, a sophomore Mechanical Engi- 
neering major from Greenville, has. In fact his 
poetic answer to a ME 201 (Engineering Design 
and Production) final exam question was good 
enough to earn him an "A" in the course under ME| 
Prof. D. W. Bradbury. 
The exam  problem which Prof. Bradbury gave 
was: "After careful consideration  of weight, cost, 
availability  of material, machineability, strength, 
etc., recommend a material for the part shown in the 
dimensioned   sketch   (a   rod support   having   a 
threaded projection with a large hole in the center | 
I and four  small holes in the flange).    Specify the 
machining operations  involved,  the machines on | 
\ which these operations may be done, and the process | 
! by which the part is to be produced." 
Kerrigan's answer read: 
"What a wondrous sight to see! 
This iron piece, cast near cost-free! 
Of all materials which we know 
None more fitting to us, so 
Cast it of iron, then slowly spun 
On mighty lathe, 'til roughly done. 
Then on the press is drilled and bored, 
When by reamer interiorly scored; 
1   Facing then is counter-bored. 
Four small holes by press drilled out, 
i   Quickly bored, then reamer stout 
Will finish this with much approval. 
I   (Glorious job, metal removal!) 
I   Problem caused by threads required? 
|   What else, the milling tool inspired. 
§   How to finish, now my quandry. 
Many ways, procedures sundry. 
1   Best, perhaps, would be to grind, 
1   (Unless the lathe is all you find) 
I   Both procedures pass the measure. 
|   I hope my ode has given pleasure." 
I After this bit of poetic inspiration, Kerrigan penned | 
Ithe same information in the usual mundane form| 
land was  the first student to complete the exam.| 
"It's refreshing," Prof. Bradbury later observed,| 
I "to see that an engineering student can inject the| 
Ipoetic into the prosaic." 
Projecting possibilities in unique answers, the| 
lengineering professor now wonders what amechan-| 
| ically inclined English major might design. 
Illegal Use Of Dexedrine At 
Clemson U.: A Serious Problem? 
By  DOTTY SCARCE 
TIGER Feature Writer 
and   BEN JOSEY 
"Anyone want to buy some 
'dex'?" This question asked of 
one Clemson student by an- 
other doesn't particularly star- 
tle anyone. After all, it's more 
or less common knowledge that 
many students on our campus 
make occasional, or frequent, 
use of "dex" and other so-called 
"pep-pills." But do the students 
who take these drugs without 
prescription really know what 
they are taking? Are they aware 
of the possible side effects of 
these "pep-pills"? Do they real- 
ly care? Why do they take them? 
Perhaps by looking at the re- 
sults of a recent survey taken 
by Ben Josey, in conjunction 
with an English 304 report, 
among 277 Clemson students, 
we can better understand some 
questions raised concerning 
these stimulant pills. 
Two hundred seventy-seven 
Clemson students filled out a 
questionnaire concerning use of 
stimulants, such as "dex. "Ques- 
tions included reason for taking 
the pill, frequency of use, cost 
per pill, side effects, and other 
questions of this nature. Of these 
277, 27.79 per cent replied that 
they had used stimulant pills, 
such as dexedrine. 
In this study, there was no 
correlation between users and 
non-users concerning grade 
point ratio. This is evident by 
the fact that the median for 
users was a grade point ratio 
of 2.2 compared with the 
median for non-users which 
was 2.3. Grade point ratio for 
both users and non-users 
ranged from 0.5 to 3.8. 
Among    the    277   students 
questioned, freshmen used the 
pill least. The highest percent- 
age of users was found among 
sophomores, with use declining 
among the juniors and seniors. 
Reasons for taking stimulant 
pills ranged from "to lose 
weight" to "pep up a dull day." 
"Stimulant for study "was given 
most often as the reason for tak- 
ing the pill. 
Some students answered that 
they had used the pill only once, 
whereas others stated they used 
them four times a week. Most of 
the students, however, used the 
pill only during exams. 
As far as the cost of stimulant 
pills is concerned, they can be 
purchased by prescription from 
a druggist for less than ten cents 
per pill. Some of the students 
questioned reported being will- 
ing to pay as much as $2.50 
per twelve-hour pill. One stu- 
dent had obtained a twelve- 
hour pill for only eight cents. 
Price paid by most of the stu- 
dents, however, was from fifty 
to seventy-five cents per pill, 
with most of these students will- 
ing to pay one dollar per pill. 
Can the student be sure he 
gets what he pays for? Accord- 
ing to one report, a student in 
the "pill-trading business" sold 
another student a "dex" for a 
dollar—it was a Contac cold 
capsule! 
Of these 277 students, 61 per- 
cent reported that the pills were 
not difficult to obtain. This fact 
is evident by the opening quote 
of this article. On student, how- 
ever, added that the pills had 
been more difficult to get since 
January of 1966. 
Only fifteen out of 147 of the 
students admitted that they were 
not aware of the possible side 
effects from the drug they were 
taking, but it is doubtful that 
students are really as well-in- 
formed as they should be about 
these drugs. 
Some of the students reported 
side effects of rapid heartbeat 
and hallucinations. Others 
noted excessive nervousness 
and extreme talkativeness. Still 
others reported having suffered 
from nausea and weakness. 
Other side effects listed in var- 
ious cases were biting lips, de- 
sire to be left alone, and in- 
ability to concentrate. 
Dexedrine was listed most 
often as the type of pill used. 
Others used were benzedrine 
and dexamyl. One student ad- 
mitted not knowing the con- 
tents  of the pill he had taken. 
In addition to this report, ap- 
proximately 40 female students 
were asked whether or not they 
had taken "dex" or other stim- 
ulants. Four girls reported tak- 
ing a drug of this nature under 
a doctor's prescription. Four 
other girls had taken the pills 
without prescription as an aid 
to study. 
These girls take the pills only 
during exams. Usually they get 
the pill from a male friend free 
of charge, but occasionally pay 
fifty cents for them. 
One girl reported that after 
taking the pill she decided to 
sleep for an hour. She planned 
to study for the rest of the 
night, but when she got up she 
could do nothing but talk, and 
accomplished nothing else. 
Another girl went to sleep af- 
ter taking one of the pills. She 
reported dreaming that a green 
polar bear came in her room, 
and when she woke up, she 
heard "The Star-Spangled Ban- 
ner/]  
Edgar A. Brown 
(Continued from page 1) 
Vice-President for Development, 
commented yesterday that the 
construction programs must be 
considered as highly flexible 
guidelines that are "obviously 
subject to change." He added 
that the plans are made early 
to establish priority for badly 
needed projects and to get pre- 
liminary architectural designs 
that are required for building 
grants, especially the federal 
funds. 
Physical And Psychological Effects Of Dex 
By JOHN LANE, JR. 
TIGER Associate 
Feature  Editor 
Dexedrin is probably one of 
the most familiar of the 
amphetamine drugs on the 
legal or Ulegal markets. This 
group of drugs stimulates the 
central nervous system, pro- 
ducing excitation, alertness, 
wakefulness and in some cases 
a temporary rise in blood pres- 
sure and respiration. 
These properties of the am- 
phetamine drugs explain their 
use at colleges and universities. 
Stimulants mask the symptoms 
of fatigue and sleepiness. 
MEDICAL  USES 
Amphetamines have legiti- 
mate medical uses, however, 
which warrant their massive 
production in the United States. 
Continual use under the super- 
vision of a doctor induces 
weight loss as a consequence 
of the increased motor activity 
and loss of appetite of the pa- 
tient. Persons suffering from 
mild depression are often aided 
by the use of amphetamines. 
One of the most dramatic 
uses of amphetamine is in the 
treatment of narcolepsy—a 
disease characterized by an al- 
most overwhelming compul- 
sion for sleep. These stimulants 
erfectively subdue this compul- 
sion and help many patients 
lead normal lives. 
SLANG  NAMES 
Amphetamine and related 
compounds are distinguished 
by a wide variety of slang iden- 
tifications. A few of these names 
include: pep pills, bennies, lid 
proppers, copilots, truck driv- 
ers, peaches, roses, hearts, cart- 
wheels, coast to coasts, L. A. 
Turnabouts, footballs, green- 
ies, bombido and the familiar 
dexies. 
From studies of the increas- 
ing problem of drug abuse, pre- 
pared by Smith Kline & French 
Laboratories, it seems evident 
that an individual's personality 
is an important factor in the de- 
velopment of abuse. "Some in- 
dividuals seem particularly 
prone to psychic dependence: 
a desire for drugs that is entire- 
ly independent of physical 
symptoms or needs." The in- 
dividual interprets the drug's 
effect as producing euphoria, 
enabling him to escape from 
reality. 
Although amphetamine is not 
habit forming, the repeated use 
of drugs to lessen the pressures 
of  living   can become  a  real 
need until such use interferes 
with normal personality func- 
tion. A psychic or emotional de- 
pendence develops. 
PILL  PUSHERS 
"Pill pushers" get their wares 
by several methods, including 
forging prescription orders or 
telephoning a "prescription" to 
a pharmacist, then they sell the 
pills at enormous profits. At 
Clemson the average price is 
close to 75 cents. Persons not 
familiar with the physical ap- 
pearance of amphetamine can 
be, and often are, sold every- 
thing from cold capsules 
gleaned at the infirmary to 
"Contacs" for hay fever. 
As cited, the effects of amphe- 
tamines are beneficial if taken 
properly as prescribed by a 
doctor. But larger doses cause 
a rise in blood pressure, usual- 
ly accompanied by abnormali- 
ties in heart rhythm. In some 
individuals angina pectoris 
(chest pains resulting from in- 
sufficient oxygenation of the 
heart muscles) is percipitated. 
Persons with overactive thyroid 
or nervousness should not take 
amphetamines. Some indi- 
viduals develop symptoms of 
overdosage after taking a nor- 
mal dose if they are unusually 
sensitive to the drug. 
Amphetamine habituation, 
or the psychic dependence on 
the drug, is widespread. A good 
example is found in the Jap- 
anese city of Kurume, where it 
was estimated in 1950 that 5 
percent of the 16 to 25 year 
old age group were habituated. 
In all cases personality prob- 
lems are related, with the men 
being basically psychopathic 
and the women being mostly 
neurotic and depressed. On the 
college or graduate level, what- 
ever drug problem exists is 
likely to be found among 
neurotics. 
Since the body builds up a 
tolerence to the drugs it be- 
comes necessary to increase the 
dosage to obtain the same re- 
sults. Even among long time 
users, the increase is often ex- 
cessive and drug toxicity oc- 
curs. 
DRUG TOXICITY 
Generally speaking the symp- 
toms of drug toxicity are exag- 
gerations of the normal effects 
of the drug on the nervous sys- 
tem: restiessness, tremor, in- 
somnia, confusion, assaultive- 
ness, and panic. 
Toxicity culminates in 
amphetamine psychosis which 
is recognizable by auditory and 
visual hallucinations and para- 
noid delusions (ideas of perse- 
cution) along with those symp- 
toms listed above. Convul- 
sions, dangerous elevation or 
depression of blood pressure, 
coma and shock accompany 
the psychosis. Sometimes death 
triumphs. 
Withdrawal from the drug 
usually leads to depression, 
weakness, and gastrointestinal 
upset, to a mild degree. 
ILLEGAL  SALE 
The illegal distribution of am- 
phetamine drugs constitutes a 
problem of increasing gravity 
for law enforcement officers, as 
well as administration officials 
on college campuses. 
Law enforcement must con- 
tend with the illicit sale of a 
crime associated drug which 
also has a record for causing 
violent traffic accidents. 
School officials must de- 
termine proper methods of con- 
tending with a problem which 
can be dangerous to the health 
and welfare of the students with- 
in their area of responsibility. 
The problem is larger than 





Outstanding career opportunities are open at Lockheed- 
Georgia for Aeronautical, Civil (structural), Mechanical, 
Metallurgical Engineers and Physics (dynamics-mechan- 
ics) majors. Located only 8 miles from Atlanta, Lockheed- 
Georgia offers a unique combination of career opportunity 
and extra-curricular appeals: convenient resort areas, 
major league baseball and football, pleasant year-around 
climate, and opportunities for post-graduate study. 
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When you can't 
afford to be dull; 
sharpen your wits 
with NoDozTM 
JODOZ Keep Alert Tablets fight off 
the hazy, lazy feelings of mental 
sluggishness. N0D0Z helps restore 
jyour natural mental vitality...helps 
quicken physical reactions. You be- 
come more naturally alert to people 
and conditions around you. Yet 
NoDOZ is as safe as coffee. Anytime 
.. .when you can't afford to be dull, 
sharpen your wits with N0D0Z. 
SAFE AS COFFEE 
MEETING PUNNED 
Keowee Excavations 
Scheduled In June 
EDITOR'S NOTE: An article 
was printed February 18 re- 
garding the archeological proj- 
ect to be carried out on the 
Keowee. Those interested in 
volunteering for the project 
might find further pertinent in- 
formation in that article. 
Dr. William E. Edwards, stu- 
dents, and members of the 
Oconee, Pickens and Anderson 
County historical societies met 
in the Clemson House at 3:30 
Sunday afternoon for determi- 
nation of suitable dates to be- 
gin surveying and excavation 
of the Cherokee Indian artifacts 
near Fort Prince George. 
Dr. Edwards decided exca- 
vations will start in June on 
sites now known to have arch- 
eological importance, and that 
surveys for determination of 
future sites would be delayed 
until the winter months or the 
following spring. 
Dr. Edwards stated, "There 
are enough known sites for 
excavation to keep us busy 
through the summer, possibly 
into the winter." These areas 
will be excavated first and the 
future sites will be surveyed 
only after the known sites are 
exhausted. 
The process of surveying and 
finally claiming artifacts in 
such a manner that they will 
reveal the history of the area 
is very complicated and scien- 
tific. Dr. Edwards named four 
phases necessary in any arch- 
eological project: Locfttion of 
the area to be investigated, ex- 
cavation of the site and gather- 
ing of the artifacts, analysis of 
the findings, and finally com- 
pleting a detailed report on the 
findings and their significance. 
Dr.     Edwards   acknowledged 
that the last two steps of the 
procedure required at least as 
much time as the first two. He 
said, "When the relics have been 
gathered, almost half of the 
work is done." 
Of a great deal of importance 
in this project is the recruiting 
of Clemson University volun- 
teers. In order to be of aid in 
the undertaking, the student 
should have a genuine interest 
in archeology and/or the his- 
tory of western South Carolina. 
Dr. Edwards recommended that 
the study of archeology in ad- 
dition to the Indian history of 
this part of the state would be 
beneficial. 
A book concerning the area 
to be excavated, "The Travels 
of William Bartram" is in- 
formative as to the history of 
the area around Fort Prince 
George and the Keowee River. 
Books concerning the process- 
es of archeological digging are 
in the Clemson Library. 
Students sincerely interested 
in the project may take a 6 
credit course in archeological 
surveying this summer at the 
University of South Carolina. 
During this second session, stu- 
dents will be paid around 40 
dollars a week. Further infor- 
mation concerning this course 
can be obtained at the meeting 
to be held at the Clemson House 
or through a letter to Dr. Ed- 
wards. 
In that this is a scientific un- 
dertaking, any research will 
prove helpful for a student who 
plans to aid in finding the arti- 
facts. 
Those students interested in 
volunteering may write to: Dr. 
William   E.   Edwards,  Depart- 




(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!", 
"Dobie Gillie," etc.) 
with 
MaxShukan 
WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER 
The trouble with early morning classes is that you're too 
sleepy. At late morning classes you're too hungry. At early 
afternoon classes you're too logy. At late afternoon classes 
you're too hungry again. The fact is—and we might as/well 
face it—there is no good time of day to take a class'. 1 .„ 
What shall we do then? Abandon our colleges to the ivy? 
I say no! I say America did not become the hope of man- 
kind and the world's largest producer of butterfats and tal- 
low by running away from a fight! 
If you're always too hungry or too sleepy for class, then 
let's hold classes when you're not too hungry or sleepy: 
namely, while you're eating or sleeping. 
Classes while eating are a simple matter. Just have a lec- 
turer lecture while the eaters eat. But watch out for noisy 
foods. I mean who can hear a lecturer lecture when every- 
body is crunching celery or matzo or like that? Serve quiet 
stuff—like anchovy paste on a doughnut, or steaming bowls 
of lamb fat. 
Now let us turn to the problem of learning while sleep- 
ing. First, can it be done? 
Yes, it can. Psychologists have proved that the brain is 
definitely able to assimilate information during sleep. Take, 
for instance, a recent experiment conducted by a leading 
Eastern university (Stanford). A small tape recorder was 
placed under the pillow of the subject, a freshman named 
Wrobert Wright. When Wrobert was fast asleep, the re- 
corder was turned on. Softly, all through the night, it re- 
peated three statements in Wrobert's slumbering ear: 
1. Herbert Spencer lived to the age of 109 and is called 
"The Founder of English Eclectic Philosophy." 
2. The banana plant is not a tree but a large perennial 
herb. 
3. The Archduke Ferdinand was assassinated in 1914 at 
Sarajevo by a young nationalist named Mjilas Cvetnic, 
who has been called "The Trigger of World War I." 
Here's the penny loafer with loaf to spare: the inside is leather lined and in- 
soled with a cushion of foam. The outside with handsewn front* is yours in a 
Scotch grained leather of black cherry, black forest or golden harvest. Smooth 
leather in black, black cherry or pa'lamino. City Club Trujuns $13.00 to $18.00. 
Wouldn't you like lo be in our shoes? Most of America is. International Shoe Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
Available at these fine stores: 
fodder's Fashion Shop 
Easley, S. C. 
Carolina Cash Co. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
The Family Bootery 
Rock Hill, S. C. 
When Wrobert awoke in the morning, the psychologists 
said to him, "Herbert Spencer lived to the age of 109. What 
ia he called?" 
Wrobert promptly answered, "Perennial Herb." 
Next they asked him, "What has Mjilas Cvetnik been 
called?" 
Wrobert replied, "Perennial Serb." 
Finally they said, "Is the banana plant a tree?" 
"To be honest," said Wrobert, "I don't know too much 
about bananas. But if you gents want any information 
about razor blades, I'm your man." 
"Well," said the psychologists, "can you tell us a blade 
that shaves closely and cleanly without nicking, pricking, 
scratching, scraping, scoring, gouging, grinding, flaying or 
flensing?" „   . "      _    . 
"Yes, I can," said Wrobert. "Personna® Stainless Steel 
Blades. Not only does Personna give you a true luxury 
shave, but it gives you heaps and gobs and bushels and 
barrels of true luxury shaves—each one nearly as truly lux- 
urious as the first." 
"Land's sake!" said the psychologists. 
"Moreover," said Wrobert, "Personna is available not 
only in the Double Edge style blade, but also in the Injec- 
tor style blade." 
"Great balls of fire!" said the psychologists. 
"So why don't you rush to your dealer and get some 
Personnas at once?" said Wrobert. _ 
"We will," said the psychologists, twinkling, but there 
is something we have to do first." 
Whereupon they awarded Wrobert an honorary L.L.B. 
(Lover of Luxury Blades) degree, and then, linking arms, 
they sang and danced and bobbed for apples till the camp- 
fire had turned to embers. 
# # # © 1966, Mas Shulmsn 
If you're looking for an honorary degree yourself, ice recom- 
mend B.S. (Burma Shave®)—from the makers of Personna. 
It soaks rings around any other lather; it comes in regular or 
menthol.   ________^________—__—«——— 
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Tillman Hall: The 
'Recording Place' 
The Sentinel 
By  TOM RAMSAY 
Thomas Clemson sits for- 
ever on his white monument 
inspecting all that goes past. 
He was the man who first 
had the idea that became 
Clemson University. He was 
the one who gave his inheri- 
tance to make the vital link 
between   dream   and reality. 
It is only fitting that near 
him, and dominating the cam- 
pus should be Tillman Hall, 
more than anything else, the 
landmark of Clemson. 
This building is a link with 
the past not only because it is 
old but because it serves as 
a "recordingplace."Primarily 
it is where the records of all 
students are kept, but record- 
ed in Tillman is much more 
than the grades of the some 
forty thousand people who 
have attended Clemson atone 
time or another. 
Just inside the main entrance 
are the names of Clemson's 
most honored, the most elite 
group of all Clemson's men. 
First and oldest, on the right 
of the entrance, are the names 
of the Morris Medal winners. 
This is the highest honor a 
student can earn at Clemson. 
Only one person per class is 
chosen. He must be within two 
tenths of a grade point ratio 
of the top in his class and be 
considered "the best all 
around" student in this group. 
He receives a gold medal and 
his name and class are here 
recorded forever. 
On the left and facing the 
Norris Award is the Faculty 
Scholarship Award Plaque. 
Here are listed the people who 
were top in their class on a 
strictly academic basis. This 
list aptly begins in 1959 with 
the first student to graduate 
from Clemson with a perfect 
4.0 record. 
Nearer the entrance and to 
the left of the Faculty Scholar- 
ship Award is a smaller his- 
torical plaque inscribed to the 
memory of those men who 
gave their lives in the Span- 
ish American War. The mark- 
er is made from metal taken 
from the hulk of the U. S. S. 
Maine which was sunken in 
Havana Harbor on February 
15, 1898. 
Opposite the main entrance 
is an immense aerial picture 
of the campus. If Thomas 
Clemson could turn around 
on his perch and see what had 
become of his bequest, he 
would know that his mark on 
the world has and will con- 
tinue   to   grow   and   endure. 
Portrayed around the walls 
of Tillman Chapel are the less 
known, but just as important 
men who added, each with his 
own talents, to the Clemson 
story. These are the Presi- 
dents, Trustees, and other 
prominent men who gave at 
least a part of their lives to 
this institution. 
Perhaps most revered, how- 
The imposing statue of Tom Clemson seems to be the 
sentinel guarding the "recording place," Tillman Hall. 
(Photo by Don Collins) 
Keowee Excavations 
(Continued from page 3) 
ment of Anthropology and 
Sociology, University of South 
Carolina. Dr. Edwards will be 
at the meeting which will be 
held March 19 at 8:00 p.m. 
at The Clemson House, and all 
interested students are en- 
couraged to attend. 
Dr. Edwards revealed a de- 
velopment which has reduced 
the scientific value of some of 
the sites under consideration. 
Several prospective sites have 
been found dug up, with the 
artifacts removed from the 
area. The movement of the sur- 
face soil makes it nearly im- 
possible to learn anything 
about the history of the cul- 
ture found at that site. If the 
surface soil is not intact, it is 
difficult to decide if excavation 
is warranted. He compared it 
determine what story the book 
told. 
He remarked, "Knowledge 
that we will do extensive arch- 
eological digging in this area 
has caused some people to use 
this as a pretext for cleaning 
out the archeological sites be- 
fore the state can do anything 
about them. Such activity is 
destroying the heritage of all 
South Carolinians." 
He insisted that no con- 
structive efforts could be taken 
until excavations could be be- 
gun in June. Any unauthorized 
digging would only reduce the 
possibility of learning anything 
of scientific value from the proj- 
ect. 
ever, is the plaque placed on 
the entrance wall of the chapel, 
for here is recorded the names 
of the Clemson men who lost 
their lives in World War One. 
These men are mourned with 
the special sadness that al- 
ways is in the death of those 
who died before their time. 
Yet they are the pride of Clem- 
son by the same token because 
of the greatness of their sacri- 
fice. 
An interesting and touch- 
ing memorial is to the left of 
the entrances to the chapel, 
it is placed as a perpetual 
reminder of the work and peril 
in which the women of Clem- 
son placed themselves in 
1918. The Great Flu Epidemic 
hit Clemson College during 
October and November of that 
year. This was not the flu that 
we are most familiar with to- 
day, but a more virulent 
strand called the Spanish Flu 
which was fatal to many of 
its victims. At obvious risk to 
themselves and their families 
these women, professors' 
wives, mothers, daughters, 
and others of the community, 
helped nurse the cadets of the 
college where the situation was 
so bad that the seats were 
ripped loose and moved out of 
Tillman Chapel so that it 
could be used as an infirmary 
because the regular one could 
not hold all those who were ill. 
Last and largest of the 
records of Tillman is the im- 
mense fading tapestry which 
covers one third of the rear 
wall of the Tillman Hall 
Chapel. Inside a blood red 
border on a white field are two 
numbers and two stars. At the 
top center is a white star with 
the numeral 370. This is to 
represent the number of Clem- 
son's sons who died during 
World War II. Below it, under 
a blue star, is the numeral 
6,475 which is the total num- 
ber of Clemson Men who 
served    during    the   second 
world - wide conflict. The 
tapestry is fading as are the 
memories of those who 
mourned these men, but they 
are thus honored. 
A mental picture of Tillman 
Hall is carried in the mem- 
ories of all Clemson people 
as one of the special places 
on campus and it only seems 
appropriate that Tillman in 
turn have its special memories 




at Du Pont 
We realize, you see, that with this year's 
graduating technical men, "occupatibility" 
is a pretty important thing. 
Learn more about Du Pont.  Send this coupon 
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) 
3658 Nemours Building 
Wilmington, Delaware 19898 
Please send me the Du Pont magazine. 
It won't take much looking. 
What's "occupatibility"? 
It's a term we've invented to express the 
opportunity Du Pont offers you as a tech- 
nical man* to find the job that best for a subscription to the Du Pont magazine 
matches your interests and abili- 
ties.  You may find it could be in 
research, or scientific marketing, 
product development, or plant 
operations. 
At the moment, you may not 
be sure exactly what it is that you 
want to do. We'll help you find 
out, by giving you actual experi- 
ence on different jobs. 
You'll find, too, that we have plenty of 
room for you to move around.   Many 
DuPont technical men have changed jobs, 
even switched from one discipline to a*1 
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*This year, our recruiters will be at your 
school looking mainly for: Ch.E., M.E., 
I.E., E.E., C.E., chemistry, physics and 
mathematics graduates. DuPont is an equal 
opportunity employer. 
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Better Things for Better Living.. . through Chemistry 
TEXT BOOKS 
Books: The Biggest Bargain In Education 
EDITOR'S NOTE: The fol- 
lowing is the first part of a two 
part article exploring text 
books, and their price. Next 
week's article will deal mainly 
with  book prices at Clemson. 
There's still a bargain in 
higher education—college text- 
books. 
Professor Lindley J. Stiles, 
Dean of the School of Educa- 
tion at the University of Wis- 
consin, puts it this way: "When 
you realize that to go to col- 
lege costs anywhere from 
$1200 at the least expensive 
schools to maybe S400 at the 
most expensive schools, S40 a 
year for one of the most im- 
portant things in a college ed- 
Philosophy 
Of Science 
A series of discussions on the 
philosophy of science will be 
conducted each Sunday 
through May 8, at 6:30 p.m. 
at the Clemson Baptist Church. 
Speakers scheduled to pre- 
sent the philosophy of their 
professional specializations are 
as follows: Dr. James E. Hal- 
pin, Clemson associate profess- 
or of botany and bacteriology, 
Mar. 13; Dr. Henry E. Vogel, 
Clemson professor of physics, 
Mar. 20; Dr. Eugene Mandrell, 
professor of psychology and 
family counseling clinic direc- 
tor, Anderson, S. C, Mar. 27. 
Also Dr. Joseph G. Dinwiddie, 
Jr., Clemson professor of chem- 
istry, April 3; Dr. John W. 
Kenelly, Clemson associate 
professor of mathematics, April 
17; Jerome V. Reel, Jr., Clem- 
son assistant professor of his- 
tory, April 24; Dr. Charles Q. 
Brown, Clemson associate pro- 







ucation, the textbooks, is a very 
good bargain." 
The $40 that Dr. Stiles re- 
fers to is the average amount 
spent annually on textbooks by 
college students. The book bill 
can be as low as $20 or as 
high as $100, depending on the 
courses and the professors as- 
signing the texts, but it's still 
a very small proportion of the 
total cost of college. 
Although a single textbook 
costs only a few dollars, it rep- 
resents an investment of thous- 
ands of dollars by publishers, 
as well as years of time and 
skill by literally hundreds of 
professionals, ranging from the 
college professor who wrote the 
book to the designer who se- 
lected the type to be used in it. 
This investment of time, money 
and skill have combined to 
make American college text- 
books the most up-to-date and 
most effective teaching tools in" 
the world. 
How does this "core of edu- 
cation," as Dr. Stiles calls the 
textbook, come into being? 
The ideas for it can come from 
a variety of sources. A pro- 
fessor may develop a new ap- 
proach to a subject and start 
to write text material to aid him 
in teaching a course with this 
new approach. A publisher's 
editor may see the need for a 
text with a new approach based 
on the reports of the representa- 
tives of his company, his own 
observations in talking with 
professors in a given field, and 
the advice of his consultants 
and suggest to one of the pro- 
fessors in this field that he write 
a text with this new approach. 
Wherever the idea starts, its de- 
velopment into a published text- 
book ready for use results from 
a partnership relation between 
the author and the publisher. 
Dr. Stiles explains this rela- 
tionship thus: "Once a formal 
arrangement is made between 
an author and a publisher to 
develop a new text, the enter- 
prise becomes a real team ef- 
fort. It may involve as many 
as 25 to 50 people before the 
finished book is published. It 
involves the author, who as the 
expert in the subject is the cen- 
tral figure. It usually involves 
not only a principal advisory 
editor, who is also an expert in 
the subject, but other professors 
who are scholars in this subject 
area, who suggest ideas and im- 
provements to make the 
finished work more useful. 
Then it involves the publisher's 
editors, designers and pro- 
duction experts; the printers 
and a whole gamut of special- 
ists who are available to help 
the author produce his book." 
The whole process can take 
years. Just getting the right plan 
for the textbook can consume; 
a year, with the professor-auth- 
or checking it out with pro- 
fessional colleagues on other 
campuses. The professor 
brings a lifetime of scholarly 
knowledge to the work, but he 
ordinarily needs professional 
help in turning the manuscript 
into a readable, interesting 
book. Again, on the theory that 
an attractive, readable book 
will be a better teaching tool 
than a dull-looking or dull- 
reading book, various artists 
and designers on the publish- 
er's staff have a hand in lay- 
out, design and illustration. 
It is only at this stage, often 
two or three years after the 
idea was first initiated, that the 
manuscript is turned over to a 
typesetter for the actual pro- 
duction work. Most textbook 
publishers do not maintain 
printing facilities, since they are 
publishers, not printers; and 
book manufacturing is a com- 
plex and skillful business, with 
elaborate, expensive equipment 
that would be uneconomical for 
a publisher to operate for his 
own books alone. The job of the 
production department per- 
sonnel is to choose for each 
book to be published the most 
suitable companies to set the 
type, process the illustrations, 
supply the paper and do the 





long sleeve sport shirts 
slacks 
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clemson 
Pass this quiz and 
Eastern will fly you to 
Florida or 79 other places 
for half fare. 
Any 12 year-old can pass it. 
1.1 am 12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21 years old. (Circle one.) 
2.1 would like to spend $3 for an Identification Card entitling me 
to fly at half fare when a seat is available on Eastern Airlines 
Coach flights to 96 destinations. D True □ False 
3. My name ISIM-EASE PRINT)  
My home address jsiAIiMIL 
(CITY)  
1 
I STATE) (ZIP CODE) 
5.1 was born on'^QN™' I DAY) (YEAR) 
6. To prove the answer to Question 5,1 will submit a photo-copy 
of my: 
□ Birth certificate    □ Driver's license    □ Draft card 
□ OthprClSASE EXPLAIN) 
7. lama male/female. (Cross out one.) 
8.1 am a student at'SCHOOlNAME'  . 
9. My residence address there islsmET| 
(CITY) I STATE | (ZIPCOOSI 
10. Eastern Airlines should mail my ID Card to: 
D Home address    □ School address 
I attest that all answers above are true. 
(SIGNATURE!  
Now, mail the quiz, proof of age and a $3 check or money order 
(payable to Eastern Airlines) to: Eastern Airlines, lnc.,Dept. 350, Ten 
Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020. Or take same to any of 
our ticket offices. 
If you're 12 through 21 and qualify, you'll soon get your ID 
card. It entitles you to an Eastern Coach seat at half fare, on a 
space-available basis. Except on April 7 and certain days during 
the Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays, you can fly to any of 
Eastern's destinations within the continental U.S. 
Including Florida. 
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By ERNIE STALLWORTH 
TIGER Sports Editor 
In 1961 a group of athletes spoke before high 
school coaches and athletes in Columbia. The ath- 
letes were from a Fellowship called Christian, and 
l were   not   afraid   to   witness   for  a man named 
Christ. 
Clemson offensive backfield coach Art Baker 
was in attendance as head football coach of Eau 3j 
Claire High School, and became interested in the 3] 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes. 
Today there are over 300,000 members in the 
Fellowship and Clemson has just recently formed 
a chapter in the national organization. 
The Fellowship is nine years old and was con- 
ceived by a man who watched athletes sell shaving 
cream and like articles on television. This man de- 
cided that if athletes could sell shaving cream they 
could also sell Christianity. 
He was right. They 
could, and they have in 
incredible fashion. 
There are now nine 
summer conferences held 
by the Fellowship, and 
the fewest number to at- 
tend these nine is 500. 
Each of the men attend- 
ing are representatives 
from their respective 
chapters. 
Clemson     began    its 
chapter with around ten 
members earlier  in this 
semester.     The    huddle 
group, as a college chap- 
ter   is   called,  has  now Art Baker 
swelled to about 30 active members. After the group] 
has been chartered, as the one at Clemson has, the[ 
only requirement for membership is that the mem- 
ber attend church regularly. 
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes, as the! 
name implies, is composed of athletes and those con- 
nected with athletics. The chapter at Clemson meets \ 
every two weeks on Wednesday evening at ninei 
o'clock. 
Coach Baker brought the idea of a Fellowship [ 
to Clemson and together with Otis Nelson of thei 
YMCA was instrumental in starting the chapter oni 
campus. 
Coach Baker talked of the Fellowship this week...! 
"I have been quite pleased by the interest being; 
taken in Christ's work by the boys here at Clem- 
son. Some of our boys have taken part in high! 
school chapel programs, church programs, and we [ 
are receiving more and more requests to witness! 
for Christ in the surrounding area." 
TIGER   TIDBITS 
The basketball season has come to a bitter end 
for the Clemson Tigers with their loss last week to 
South Carolina in the Atlantic Coast Conference 
Tournament. However, this Clemson team made a 
mark for itself in the record books. 
One single game team record was tied, while there 
were four school records broken by the team and 
individuals during the 1965-66 season. Below are 
the records: 
Most field goals scored—42 vs. Wake Forest, 
Jan. 28, 1956 (103-104); tied 42 vs. Furman, Feb. 
3, 1966(107-72) 
Most points scored second half by Clemson— 
60 vs. Georgia Tech, Feb. 22, 1966 (106-90). 
Old record: 58 vs. Furman, Jan. 21, 1956 (112- 
99) 
Best field goal percentage—45.5 (attempted 1,579 
made 718) in 1965-66. Old record: 45.1 percent 
(attempted 1,449, made 654) in 1964-65. 
Best field goal percentage—47.5 (attempted 739, 
made 351) by Garry Helms in 1963-64, 64-65, 
65-66. Old record: 46.2 percent (attempted 515, 
made 238) by Donnie Mahaffey in 1961-62, 62- 
63, 63-64. 
The 1965-66 group of Clemson juniors and 
seniors either broke or finished high in several 
j categories of records according to classes. Listed 
i below are comparisons with past individuals. 
Most field goals attempted as a senior: Bill 
! Yarborough-480 (1955-56); Garry Helms-406; 
j George Krajack—391 (1959-60). 
Most field goals made as a senior: Garry Helms 
j—209; Bill Yarborough—182 (1955-56); Jim Bren- 
inan—159 (1963-64). 
Best field goal percentage as a junior: Ken Gard- 
ner—53.1; Ed Brinkley—46.8 (1956-57); Randy 
Mahaffey—43.8; Doug Hoffman—43.6 (1957-58) 
Tommy Mahaffey—43.4 (1960-61). 
Best field goal percentage as a senior: Garry 
Helms—51.5; Donnie Mahaffey—48.6 (1963-64 )i 
Gary Burnisky—45.6 (1963-64). 
Best field goal percentage in 3 years: Garry 
Helms—47.5; Donnie Mahaffey—46.2 (1961-62, 
62-63, 63-64); Tommy Mahaffey—44.5 (1959- 
60, 60-61, 61-62). 
Best free throw percentage as a junior: Johnny 
Snee—85.2 (1950-51); Jim Sutherland—85; Chop- 
py Patterson—84.4 (1960-61); Jim Brennan—82.8 
(1962-63). 
Most points scored as a senior: Bill Yarborough: 
487 (1955-56); Garry Helms-^80; Jim Brennan— 
457  (1963-64);  Earle Maxwell-358 (1960-61). 
Best scoring average as a senior: Garry Helms— 
19.2; Bill Yarborough—18.7 (1955-56); Jim Bren- 
nan—18.3 (1963-64). 
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Fencing Becomes Sport 
After Deadly Beginning 
The fundamentals of swords- 
manship, whether for sport of 
deadly combat, have been prac- 
ticed for centuries. With the de- 
cline of duelling, fencing be- 
came popular as a sport be- 
cause of the many unusual re- 
wards it gives its followers. 
Throughout the ages the 
tendency has been toward light- 
er, more manageable weapons 
which place a premium on 
speed and coordination and 
give little, if any, advantage to 
sheer strength. 
There are three different 
weapons used in modern fenc- 
ing: the foil, the sabre, and the 
epee. While their basic prin- 
ciples are similar, it is impor- 
tant to have some knowledge of 
their structural differences and 
varying conventions of play in 
order to understand the dif- 
ferent techniques which will be 
observed as between each of 
them. 
THE FOIL 
The foil is the lightest weapon 
with a flexible blade capable of 
inflicting a theoretical puncture 
wound only. Touches are there- 
fore scored with the point of the 
weapon only and must land on 
a limited target. 
The valid target includes the 
weapon only and must land on 
a limited target. 
The valid target includes the 
trunk of the body from the col- 
lar to the groin in front and, 
on the back, to a horizontal 
line passing across the top of the 
hip bones. The valid target is 
covered with a metallic vest so 
that when the opponent's point 
hits this target the electrical 
registration apparatus will 
record the touch; a buzzer 
sounds and a colored light goes 
on. 
A touch which lands on any, 
other portion of the body is 
called "off target" and is 
registered on the machine by a 
white light; such a touch halts 
the bout and nullifies any sub- 
sequent action by either fencer 
until play is ordered resumed 
by the President of the Jury. 
In men's foil the contestant who 
is first to receive five valid 
touches against him is declared 
the loser; in women's events on- 
ly four valid touches are re- 
quired. 
THE SABRE 
The sabre has a large guard 
that curves around the hand to 
protect the knuckles. Its blade 
is triangular and flexible; in ad- 
dition to its point it has theo- 
retical cutting edges so that 
cuts as well as thrusts may be 
scored. 
The sabre target includes all 
portions of the body above a 
horizontal line drawn through 
the angle of intersection between 
the thighs and the trunk of the 
body when the fencer is in the 
"on guard" position. 
In order for a cut to be valid, 
it must land cleanly on the tar- 
get and must not whip over a 
parry adequate to break its 
force. The effect of a touch off 
Clemson Wins Six 
The Clemson University 
Fencing Club finished its reg- 
ular season with victories over 
the University of Virginia, 
VMI, and the University of 
North Carolina, in a conference 
meet held at U. N. C. two weeks 
ago. 
The triple win gave Clemson 
a record of six wins and one 
loss, and undisputed second 
place in the first season of the 
new eight team Southern Con- 
ference of the Amateur Fencing 
League of America. 
Clemson's only loss came in 
a match against Duke Univer- 
sity. 
The Tiger victories were led 
by the sabre team, which had a 
20-7 record for the meet. Out- 
standing individual perform- 
ances were turned in by Robert 
Payne in sabre with a 7-1 record 
for the day, and Tom Logan in 
epee. 
John LeHecka and Gerald 
Wilson in saber and foil re- 
spectfully had an excellent first 
season of varsity play this year. 
The fencing club is now pre- 
paring a six-man team to at- 
tend the National Collegiate 
Championships in March. 
the target is the same as in foil. 
The contestant who first re- 
ceives five touches against him 
is declared the loser. 
FOIL AND SABRE 
"RIGHT OF WAY" 
Foil and sabre are conven- 
tional weapons. When both 
fencers are touched at more or 
less the same time, the touch is 
frequently awarded against one 
or the other by the applica- 
tion of the principles of "right 
of way". 
The one who initiates the of- 
fense (attacker) has the right of 
way. The fencer who is attacked 
must defend himself (parry), 
before assuming the offensive 
(riposte or counter-attack); 
having parried, he in turn gains 
the right of way and so  on. 
There   are   some exceptions 
Student Golf Tournament 
To Be Sponsored By YMCA 
Attention all Arnold Palmers 
and Gary Players. You have a 
chance to sharpen that old golf 
swing before the season gets 
into full swing. 
The Clemson YMCA is spon- 
soring a university-wide 4-ball 
golf match March 15-April 29 
at the Boscobel Club near Clem- 
son. Green fee will be $2.20 for 
each individual, and a S1.00 
entrance fee will be charged for 
each team, to be paid by a 
sponsoring organization. 
All Clemson students are eli- 
gible to participate, except 
freshman and varsity golf team 
members. The deadline for 
entering the contest is March 14, 
and there will be a limit to the 
first 32 teams. 
A team trophy and individual 
trophies will be given to 
winning team. The team trophy 
becomes permanent property 
of the golf team winning it three 
years in a row. 
Each   student   organization 
will be allowed to sponsor as 
many   as   two   4-man   teams. 
A team captain is required 
for each team, and he will be 
responsible for having team 
and green fees at the course at 
appointed starting time. Fail- 
ure to show will result in a for- 
feit, and Woody Robinson (10- 
200) will assign starting times 
in cooperation with team cap- 
tains. 
This will be a four-ball match 
play tourney and 1966 USGA 
rules will be in effect. 
Volleyball 
Intramural volleyball play is 
slated to begin on Monday, 
March 21. A representative 
from each team must attend 
the first meeting to be held in 
the little gym, Thursday, March 
17, at 7 p.m. Roster blanks will 









(We Mean Special) 
REMEMBER 
HARPER'S  SELLS  IT  FOR  LESS 
HARPER'S 5 & 10c STORE 
to this rule as, for example, 
when an attack is made in two 
or more movements and the de- 
fender's thrust or cut lands be- 
fore the start of the final move- 
ment of the attack. 
THE   EPEE 
The epee is the heaviest 
weapon, with a large bell guard 
and a rather rigid triangular 
blade. 
Touches are scored with the 
point only, but the valid tar- 
get includes every portion of 
the body so that there are no 
touches "off target". Further- 
more, there are no conventions 
of right of way and touches are 
•scored solely on a time basis— 
against the one touched first. 
As in foil, an electric appara- 
tus records the touches. The 
first touch shuts off the op- 
ponent's circuit so that he can- 
not register. If the fencers are 
hit simultaneously, a touch is 
registered against each of them. 
As in foil and sabre five 
touches are required. If as a re- 
sult of simultaneous touches 
comes 5-5, the bout is continued 
until a decisive touch is scored 
if time has not expired. If the 
score is tied when time runs 
out, both men are charged with 
a defeat. 
JUDGING 
In sabre the jury includes a 
President and four Judges. The 
function of the Judges is to see 
the touches and call them to the 
attention of the President. 
The President is in complete 
charge of the bout; he alone 
gives the commands which start 
and interrupt the fencing; he 
alone analyzes the play of the 
contestants and determines the 
right of way; he may estab- 
lish that a touch has landed 
and in this respect may over- 
rule one but never both of the 
Judges who are watching the 
same contestant. 
The difficulty of judging 
touches in foil and epee has re- 
sulted in the development of the 
electric scoring apparatus. The 
weapons are wired and have a 
tip which is depressed when a 
touch is made; the touch is re- 
corded by means of a light 
and buzzer, thus eliminating the 
human error. 
For both foil and epee, how- 
ever, the President is still a vital 
official. In foil he must still 
analyze the right of way when 
both contestants have been 
touched. In epee he controls 
the conduct of the bout and 
may, in certain instances, can- 
Mural Championship Monday 
Only two teams remain in 
contention for the intramural 
championship as of this morn- 
ing. 
In games played last night, 
unfortunately too late for the 
paper, Delta Kappa Alpha 
battled Fort Pitt and Spartan- 
burg County contested the 
Numeral Society Reds. Both 
games were toss-ups and 
should have been close. 
Twelve teams started on 
tournament road earlier in the 
week, and only four remained 
when the paper went to prss. 
In the first round, played on 
Monday night, four games were 
played with four other teams 
drawing byes. The Deacs 
whipped  South Jersey, 55-42; 
the TIGER Staff beat Charle- 
roi, 53-46; Spartanburg Coun- 
ty trounced the Fieldhouse, 74- 
52; and the Phi Kappa Delta 
Blacks beat the Old Grads, 55- 
43. 
On Tuesday night four more 
games were played with the win- 
ners advancing to the semi- 
finals. Fort Pitt beat the Blacks, 
58-53; Spartanburg County 
edged the Garden State Five, 
56-50; Numeral Society's Reds 
whipped the TIGER staff, 58- 
46; and the Deacs beat Numeral 
Society's Whites, 54-41. 
For the first time in the open 
intramural pairings a fra- 
ternity placed two teams in the 
tournament, thus giving Num- 
eral Society a good chance to 
Top Scorers 
NAME TEAM RECORD  T. POINTS 
Tom Long Fort Pitt 5-0 142 
Bob Hendrix Spartanburg Co. 7-1 132 
Jay Hair Phi Kappa 6-2 115 
Davis Jordan Lynches River 2-2 107 
Bud Wiley Fort Pitt 5-0 105 
Mike Popwich Field House 5-1 93 
Everette Thorsland Garden St. 4-1 91 
Ernie Stallworth TIGER Staff 5-1 90 
Bill Smith Spartanburg Co. 7-1 89 
Jim Abrams Delta Kappa Alpha 6-0 85 
eel   a   touch   which   has  been 
registered by the machine. 
HOW TO  FOLLOW 
A FENCING BOUT 
Because of the speed of the 
game.it may at first prove dif- 
ficult to follow the play. The fol- 
lowing hints may be of assist- 
ance. 
Do not try to watch both 
fencers; concentrate on one at a 
time, preferably the attacker. 
If the attacker's move is par- 
ried, watch him assume the de- 
fensive in order to parry his 
opponent's riposte before re- 
turning to the offense. 
A fencer, to be successful, 
must have more than technical 
skill, speed and endurance. He 
must know by intuition or by 
reasoned observationjustwhen 
to attack in that split second 
when his opponent is mentally 
unprepared to defend himself; 
just when by feint or false at- 
tack, to draw his opponent into 
a disadvantageous position 
from which he will find, too late, 
that he is unable to recover in 
time to parry a preconceived 
final thrust. 
He must know how closely to 
approach his opponent to place 
himself in scoring position; how 
far to retreat in order to dis-. 
if she doesn't give it to you... 
—get it yourself! 
JADE EASt 
Cologne, 6 oz., $4.50 
After Shave, 6 oz., $3.50 
Deodorant Stick, $1.75 
Buddha Cologne Gift Package, 12 oz., $8.50 
Spray Cologne, $3.50 _^= 
Buddha Soap Gift Set, $4.00 : 
Cologne, 4 oz., $3.00 
After Shave, 4 oz., $2.50 SWANK, NEW YORK - SOLE DISTRIBUTOR 
Clint Morgan 
A Clemson barber for 
5 years, will join the 
team at 
JAMES' BARBER SHOP 
beginning MONDAY, MARCH 14 
Mr. Morgan has been trained in Men's Hair 
Styling, corrective hair shaping, razor cutting 
and men's hair coloring. He invites all his 
friends and customers to come by. 
A modern shop with stereo music for your 
listening enjoyment. 
3 stylists, 4 barbers to serve you better 




JAMES' BARBER SHOP 
(In front of Dan's) Phone 654-9869 
concert the opponent's offensive 
preparations. 
In short, he must match wits 
with his adversary; he must 
deceive without being deceives; 
he must develop tactics and 
counter-tactics to meet lightning 
fast reactions which may them- 
selves be nothing more than' 
clever deceptions designed to 
draw him out of position.   " • 
As your eyes become ac- 
customed to the speed of the 
game and you come to appre- 
ciate the finer points of fencing 
you will find that you are ac- 
tually following the intentions 
of the fencers and even antici- 
pating the objectives of the strat- 
egy being developed before 
you. 
Then you will understand 
why this fascinating sport has 
held its place in the imagination 
of men for at least twenty cen- 
turies and is today as modern 
as it is ancient. 
The Top Ten 
1. Delta   Kappa   Alpha 
2. Fort Pitt 
3. Spartanburg County 
4. Numeral Society Reds 
5. Phi    Kappa    Delta 
Blacks 
6. Garden State Five 
7. Numeral      Society 
Whites 
8. Old Grads 
9. Field House 
10. South Jersey 
win the IFC championship 
which began on Wednesday. 
Although the Whites lost to the 
Deacs, the Reds beat the Tiger 
Staff and advanced to the semi- 
finals in the open division. 
Bud Wiley sparked number 
two ranked Fort Pitt, which 
drew a bye Monday, to their vic- 
tory over the Blacks by scoring 
29 points. It was Wiley's high- 
est production of the season and 
was exactly half of Fort Pitt's 
total score. 
The most outstanding per- 
formance of the week, however, 
would have to go to Bob Hend- 
rix of Spartanburg County. 
Hendrix was magnificent on 
two consecutive nights to lead 
his team into the semi-final 
round. He scored 26 points 
against the Garden State Five, 
slightly less than half of his 
team's points, and sparked 
their easy victory Monday 
night. 
The Reds of Numeral Society 
used superior board strength 
and fine foul shooting to beat 
the Tiger Staff on Tuesday 
night. Edgar McGee and John- 
ny Jones keyed this fine team's 
rush into the semi-finals. 
The Deacs, as is their cus- 
tom, did not overpower their 
two victims of the week, but 
used excellent team play and 
overall strength to good ad- 
vantage. Jim Abrams played 
two fine games scoring-wise, 
and he and Jimmy Addison 
handled the ball flawlessly. 
The championship game will 
be played on Monday night at 
7 p.m. in the Big Gym between 
last night's winners. The IFC 
winner will also be decided next 
week. 
LYNCH DRUG COMPANY 
HEADQUARTERS FOR 











Shirts and Slacks of 
FORTREL® and cotton 
From dawn to discotheque,! 
they're really with it...Perma- 
nently pressed 50% Fortrel poly- 
ester and 50% cotton make Mr. 
Wrangler your best buddy from 
early classes to just-one-more- 
frug at midnight...and they're 
guaranteed for one year's normal 
wear. 
They stay like new forever. In a 
full range of colors and styles. 
SEE YOUR LOCAL STORE 
FOR FAMOUS 
MR. WRANGLER 
SHIRTS h SLACKS 
or write 
MfliWraragleir 
350 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10001 
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Scabbard  &  Blade  Beauties 
DOROTHY N. HUNTER 
for Steve Hunter 
m,\V 
AXXA BENNETT 
for Francis Bell 
AMAXDA DEW 
for John Beckroge 
ELAIXE   WILSON 
for Robert R. Irvin 
JAXE WITT 
for James Griffin 
SANDY   TARQUINO 
for Ron Priddy 
CATHY L. ERIER 
for David B. Grubbs 
JEAN DUNN 
for William F. Mays 
MARY JANE LONG 
for Boyd Walden 
CORALEE VOGE 
for Frank Capp 
Executives Named 
(Continued from page 1) 
struction Co. which he has 
served since it was founded 
in 1932. He is a trustee of the 
Virginia Foundation of Inde- 
pendent Colleges and a director 
of Norfolk General Hospital. 
Mr. McFadcten, Clemson's 
"Mr. All-America," majored in 
vocational agricultural educa- 
tion. Except for a three-year 
tour of duty with the Air Force 
in World War II, he has been 
a member of the Clemson 
coaching staff since 1941. He 
is the only South Carolinian 
in history to be named to Ail- 
American teams in both foot- 
ball and basketball. 
Referendum Passes 
(Continued from page 1) 
tral Spirit Committee, and its 
system of class officers. All stu- 
dents had the opportunity to 
study the amendments in last 
week's issue of The TIGER in 
order that they might be able to 
vote intelligently with little loss 
of time, but a pathetically small 
number of students expressed 
their opinion at the polls. With 
this evidence of support from 
students for the Student Body 
Constitution and, thereby, its 
creation, few students can claim 
full citizenship in the university 
community, or the right to crit- 
icize student government as it 
tries to represent the students 
who do vote." 
L C. MARTIN 
DRUG COMPANY 
Your (ftexaa) Store 
-  SPECIAL  - 
SALE on all plastic 
model kits-INCLUDING 
SLOT  CARS 
V% Price 
Friday, March 11, 1966 
Campus News Roundup I 
JAN  HICKS 
for Myles S. Stevens 
NANCY JANE FELDER 
for Reed Ball 
TOMMIE  BAXTER 
for Douglas Robertson 
MARSH NEWKIRK 
for Al Roach 
FAYE D. KITTS 
for Charles W. Kitts 
MARY  JOHNSON 
for L. M. Johnson 
KAREN  K. JOSEY 
for Ben Josey 
NANCY McCALL 
for  Fred McMurray Jr. 
DEEqUACKENBUSH 
for Gray Walsh 
VICKI PAGE 
for Steve Page 
CALHOUN  LITERARY 
SOCIETY 
The Calhoun Literary So- 
ciety will meet Monday night at 
8:30 in the English conference 
room. Dr. Calhoun will lead 
a discussion of James Dickey's 
book, Buckdancer's Choice, 
which is now in the book store. 
S. A. M. E. MEETING 
The Society of American Mili- 
tary Engineers will meet on 
Thursday March 17 in M-2 of 
the Math Building at 8:00 p.m. 
Colonel Brown, P. M. S. of 
Clemson will be the guest speak- 
er. All members are urged to at- 
tend as final plans for the trip 
to Cape Kennedy will be made. 
PARKING WARNING 
The Athletic Department 
wishes to warn students that 
since baseball practice sessions 
are now underway, students 
who park their cars near the 
baseball field will do so at their 
own risk. 
The Athletic Department will 
not be responsible for damage 
to  cars  struck  by baseballs. 
STUFF   A   FORD 
The YMCA would like the' 
help of any student who weighs 
less than 130 pounds to help 
stuff a Ford. This is being done 
as a part of the Ford Caravan 
of Music promotion. The Ford 
Caravan, featuring Roger Mill- 
• *    *    * 
Sales clerk, io lost little 
boy: "So you're lost, poor 
child. Why didn't you hang 
on to your mommy's skirt?" 
Little    boy:    "I    couldn't 
reach it." 
* *    * 
The preacher came along 
and wrote on a fence: "I pray 
for all." 
The lawyer wrote under- 
neath, "I plead for all." 
The doctor added: "I pre- 
scribe for all." 
The plain citizen wrote: "I 
pay for all." 
* *    * 
Study Stimulants 
(Continued from page 2) 
drug. He became completely 
off-balanced and often over- 
slept. Thus "dex" ruined the 
scholastic career of a promising 
student. 
I shall never forget my first 
encounter with the effects of dex- 
edrine. I had gone by to visit a 
friend, and I noticed his room- 
mate was sitting lifelessly on the 
bed. He had a dazed, blank 
expression on his face; his eyes 
were large and glassy; he was 
seemingly unaware of anything 
around him. "My 01' Lady's 
been on dex," my friend 
laughed. An impressionable 
young freshman, I found the 
situation anything but funny. 
The picture of that boy remains 
in my mind whenever I am 
tempted to resort to stimulating 
drugs, and I have always de- 
cided against them. 
The period of temptation is 
at hand. The last semester rush 
is just around the corner; books 
must be read, term papers com- 
pleted, quizzes crammed for. 
Consider the information print- 
ed in The TIGER this week, 
and decide for yourself if you 
will take the risk. 
er, will be in Clemson Mar. 28. 
Male and female students are 
urged to help. Interested stu- 
dents should apply at the "Y" 
today. 
ENGLISH   FILM 
The play, The Importance 
of Being Earnest, will be shown 
in Room E-108 of the English 
building. Michael Redgrave 
and Joan Greenwood will star 
in the performances on Mar. 
15   at   2:00, 4:00,  and  7:00. 
This play appears in the 
sophmore literature book, and 
all English 102 students are en- 
couraged to attend. 
MANUSCRIPT DISPLAY 
A collection of illuminated 
manuscripts from the collection 
of the Ferdinand Roten Gal- 
leries in Baltimore will be on 
display in the conference room 
of the English Office Building 
each Monday and Wednesday 
afternoon from 2:00 to 4:00 p. 
m. during Mar. 
On Wednesday, Mar. 16, at 
3:00 p.m., in connection with 
the exhibition, Dr. Marvin A. 
Owings will lecture on manu- 
scripts and incunabula in the 
conference room. 
LIFESAVING COURSE AT Y 
Anyone desiring to take a sen- 
ion lifesaving course should 
contact the YMCA office im- 
mediately. A new course will be- 
gin at the "Y" pool Monday 
evening from 7:00 to 9:00. 
Sixteen hours of swimming 
time are required for certifica- 
tion. A course leading to the 
water Safety Instructor's rating 
will begin soon, and interested 
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"THE SPY WHO CAME 
IN FROM THE COLD" 
SPECIAL  LATE SHOW 
FRI. 10:30 P.M. 
Catherine Deneuve 
"REPULSrON" 
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"Peyton Place" 
IN COLOR 
Caprice Custom Coupe. 
Chevelle SS 396. Impala Sport Sedan. 
Corvair Monza Sport Sedan. Chevy D Nova SS Coupe. 




NO. 1 BUYS • NO. 1 CARS 
Now at your Chevrolet dealer's 
Right now you'll get a mighty handsome buy at your Chevrolet dealer's 
during Double Dividend Days. Pick from 45 great models of Caprice, 
Chevrolet, Chevelle, Chevy II or Corvair with a huge selection of colors, 
custom touches, engines, interiors. Availability, variety and buys have 
never been better. Hurry in to your Chevrolet dealer's now! 
Eight features now standard for your safety 
include seat belts front and rear. Always fasten 
them before starting. 
JS 37     UM 
All kinds of good buys all In one place... at your Chevrolet dealer's-Chevrolet • Chevelle • Chevy n • Corvair • Corvette 
CD A Sponsors 
FRANCES MOORE 
for  Lewis Horton 
ANGELYN McCARVER 
for  Goz Segars 
SHERRY KINNET 
for Ed Kennet 
ANN WEST 
for Cary Beckwith 
BARBARA HARRIS 
for Bert Pierce 
LINDA WHATLEY 
for Willson Riggins 
CONNIE JACKSON 
for Ed Tennent 
NANCY FINLEY 




And, for good reasons . . like 
smart styling to enhance the 
center diamond .. . guaranteed 
perfect (or replacement as- 
sured) ... a brilliant gem of 
fine color and precise modern 
cut. The name, Keepsake, in 
your ring assures lifetime satis- 
faction. Select your very per- 
sonal Keepsake at your 
Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find 
him in the yellow pages under 
"Jewelers.'' 
MICCS FROM 1100. TO 11600. R1RRS IRLARR10 TO 
SNOW REAUTT Of MTAIL. • TRABI-MARK RI«. 
A.    H.    HNt   COMPART,    INC.,    IITAILIIH1R    Oil 
["HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING "\ 
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement ! 
and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for only 25c. j 
I Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book. 
I Nam«_ 
| AddftM   
j City  
I KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK j 
I J 
_Slat» -Zip- 
